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this volume contains selected correspondence written by eric voegelin during the

period 1924 to 1949 the editorial board of the collected works of eric voegelin

agreed from the beginning that a representative number of voegelin s letters

should complete the edition in an attempt to provide the reader with insights into

voegelin s intellectual life and into the fundamental experiences that went into

shaping the growth of his personality it was the board s aim to select material in

accordance with the guidelines that voegelin himself laid down as fundamental to

a hermeneutical understanding of spiritual reality voegelin wrote that in studying a

thinker one must try to elucidate the biographical radices of philosophizing he said

that one must penetrate to the experiences that impel him toward reflection and

do so because they have excited consciousness to the awe of existence voegelin

made these remarks on the occasion of conducting anamnetic experiments which

reveal the motivational center of his own life at the core of voegelin s concept of

political science is a noetic interpretation of man society and history that confronts

the conception of order prevalent in the surrounding society with the criteria of the

critical knowledge of order from the 1930s onward voegelin labored to find a

satisfactory self reflexive explication of the principles of a contemplative

understanding of human reality one grounded in the spiritual experience of reason

naturally it is the published word that determines a thinker s scholarly stature but

voegelin s letters also grant insight into the development of his thought document

the author s struggle with himself the telos of his scholarship and reveal an often
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involuntary conflict with his life world these letters shed light on an ongoing and

open ended thought process from which a multifaceted sometimes apparently

contradictory work emerged because of the enormous number of letters that

voegelin wrote in his later years now published in the second volume of the

selected correspondence volume 30 of the collected works the editors agreed that

these bookswould contain only letters from eric voegelin while such a selection of

letters cannot provide the completeness that the publication of both dialogue

partners would provide nevertheless they reveal voegelin s ongoing reflection on

human affairs they reveal patterns of thought and their development in the

atmosphere of intimate communication that personal and intellectual elective

affinities produce and they also disclose the silences that accompany such

discourse this volume is certain to interest all readers concerned with political

theory and with better understanding of voegelin s intellectual pilgrimage from his

earliest academic years to his emergence as one of the most significant

philosophers of our time this book is the third volume in a trilogy that traces the

development of the academic subject of international relations or what was often

referred to in the interwar years as international studies this volume explores how

international relations progressed through the 20th century looking specifically at

world war ii from the looming world war to the post war reconstruction in europe

this one of a kind project takes on the task of reviewing the development of ir

aptly published in celebration of the discipline s centenary a bibliographical guide

to the works in american libraries concerning the christian missionary experience

in china scholarly correspondence can be as insightful as scholarly work itself as it

often documents the motivating forces of its writers intellectual ideas while

illuminating their lives more clearly the more complex the authors scholarly works

and the more troubled the eras in which they lived the more substantial and
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potentially fascinating their correspondence this is especially true of the letters

between alfred schutz 1899 1959 and eric voegelin 1901 1985 the scholars lived

in incredibly dramatic times and produced profound complex works that continue

to confound academics the communication between these two giants of the social

sciences as they sent their thoughts to one another was crucial to the work of

both men a friendship that lasted a lifetime the correspondence between alfred

schutz and eric voegelin demonstrates that schutz and voegelin shared a

remarkable friendship they first met as students in vienna in the 1920s and found

themselves great partners in discussion years later they were pushed out of

europe by nazi pressure and went to work at separate american universities for

twenty years they wrote each other developing their respective scientific works in

that dialogue the letters bear witness to their friendship during the years they

spent in exile in the united states and they document the men s tentative attempts

at formulating the theories of lifeworld and gnosis associated with schutz and

voegelin today the entire collection of 238 letters was printed in german in 2004

but this edited volume is the first to present their correspondence in english and

offers a selection of the most important letters those that contributed to the

thinkers theoretical discussions and served as background to their most significant

thoughts editors gerhard wagner and gilbert weiss do not analyze schutz s and

voegelin s works in light of the correspondence rather they present the collection

to create a framework for new interpretations a friendship that lasted a lifetime

takes a unique look at two major social scientists this volume is a valuable

resource in the study of voegelin s political philosophy and alfred schutz s

contribution to american sociology and marks an important addition to the

literature on these remarkable men showing how scholarly discourse and the

dialogue of everyday life can shed light on one another the book finally presents
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this correspondence for an american audience and is not to be missed by

scholars of philosophy and sociology l e j brouwer 1881 1966 is best known for

his revolutionary ideas on topology and foundations of mathematics intuitionism

the present collection contains a mixture of letters university and faculty

correspondence has been included some of which shed light on the student years

and in particular on the exchange of letters with his phd adviser korteweg acting

as the natural sequel to the publication of brouwer s biography this book provides

instrumental reading for those wishing to gain a deeper understanding of brouwer

and his role in the twentieth century striking a good balance of biographical and

scientific information the latter deals with innovations in topology cantor

schoenflies style and the new topology and foundations the topological period in

his research is well represented in correspondence with hilbert schoenflies

poincaré blumenthal lebesgue baire koebe and foundational topics are discussed

in letters exchanged with weyl fraenkel heyting van dantzig and others there is

also a large part of correspondence on matters related to the interbellum scientific

politics this book will appeal to both graduate students and researchers with an

interest in topology the history of mathematics the foundations of mathematics

philosophy and general science the active agents in the multiethnic multicultural

east african revival are african leaders who forge a new distinctly african christian

spirituality that precipitates the moral and spiritual transformation of countless

individuals throughout the region how a group of nonprofessional historians forced

a reassessment of abraham lincolns life story while scholars have long recognized

kierkegaard s important contributions to fields such as ethics aesthetics philosophy

of religion philosophical psychology and hermeneutics it was usually thought that

he had nothing meaningful to say about society or politics kierkegaard has been

traditionally characterized as a christian writer who placed supreme importance on
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the inward religious life of each individual believer his radical view seemed to

many to undermine any meaningful conception of the community society or the

state in recent years however scholars have begun to correct this image of

kierkegaard as an apolitical thinker the present volume attempts to document the

use of kierkegaard by later thinkers in the context of social political thought it

shows how his ideas have been employed by very different kinds of writers and

activists with very different political goals and agendas many of the articles show

that although kierkegaard has been criticized for his reactionary views on some

social and political questions he has been appropriated as a source of insight and

inspiration by a number of later thinkers with very progressive indeed visionary

political views a bibliographical guide to the works in american libraries concerning

the christian missionary experience in china eric voegelin s political readings fills a

critical void by providing an original approach to studying the work of eric voegelin

one of the major political philosophers of the twenty first century across six

chapters experts guide the reader from classical to modern times presenting six

political philosophers who have had an impact on the life and philosophical

production of eric voegelin philosophers examined include plato aristotle saint

augustine hobbes weber and kelsen through this innovative structure the chapters

collectively illustrate how voegelin was an exceptional thinker through his

engagement with political philosophers both modern and antique the plurality of

unique academic perspectives and voices enriches our understanding of voegelin

s own thought while also encouraging a re think of ancient and modern thinkers

and the transformation and continuity between these designed for students and

scholars alike eric voegelin s political readings will appeal to all those with an

interest in voegelin as well as readers familiar with classical and modern political

philosophers a comprehensive account of the wide ranging impact of max weber s
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ideas on german and american intellectuals in the twentieth century by the time

eric voegelin fled hitler s regime and made his way to the united states in 1938 he

had already written four books criticizing nazi racism establishing what would be

the focus of his life s work to account for the endemic political violence of the

twentieth century one of the most original political philosophers of the period

voegelin has largely avoided ideological labels or categorizations of his work

because of this however and because no one work or volume of his can do justice

to his overall project his work has been seen as difficult to approach drawing from

the university of missouri press s thirty four volume edition of the collected works

of eric voegelin 1990 2009 charles embry and glenn hughes have assembled a

selection of representative works of voegelin satisfying a longstanding need for a

single volume that can serve as a general introduction to voegelin s philosophy

the collection includes writings that demonstrate the range and creativity of

voegelin s thought as it developed from 1956 until his death in 1985 in his search

for the history of order in human society the reader begins with excerpts from

autobiographical reflections 1973 which include an orienting mixture of

biographical information philosophical motivations and the scope of voegelin s

project it reflects key periods of voegelin s philosophical development pivoting on

his flight from the gestapo the next section focuses on voegelin s understanding of

the contemporary need to re ground political science in a non positivistic post

weberian outlook and method it begins with voegelin s historical survey of science

and scientism followed by his explanation of what political science now requires in

his introduction to the new science of politics also included are two essays that

exemplify the practice of this new science voegelin started his academic career as

a political scientist and these early essays indicate his wide philosophical vision

voegelin recognized that a fully responsible new science of politics would require
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the development of a philosophy of history this led to the writing of his magnum

opus the five volume order and history 1956 1985 this section of the reader

includes his introductions to volumes 1 2 and 4 and his most essential accounts of

the theoretical requirements and historical scope of a philosophy of history

adequate to present day scholarship and historical discoveries in the course of his

career voegelin came to understand that political science political philosophy and

philosophy of history must have as their theoretical nucleus a sound philosophical

anthropology based on an accurate philosophy of human consciousness the next

set of writings consists of one late lecture and four late essays that exemplify how

voegelin recovers the wisdom of classical philosophy and the western religious

tradition while criticizing modern misrepresentations of consciousness the result is

voegelin s contemporary accounts of the nature of reason the challenge of truly

rational discussion and the search for divine origins and the life of the human

spirit during his philosophical journey voegelin addressed the historical

situatedness of human existence explicating the historicity of human

consciousness in a manner that gave full due to the challenges of acknowledging

both human immersion in the story of history and the ability of consciousness to

arrive at philosophically valid truths about existence that are transhistorical the

essays in this final section present the culmination of his philosophical meditation

on history consciousness and reality international legal positivism has been crucial

to the development of international law since the nineteenth century it is often

seen as the basis of mainstream or traditional international legal thought the

project of positivism in international law addresses this theory in the long standing

tradition of critical intellectual histories of international law it provides a nuanced

analysis of the resilience of the economic positivist theory and shows how

influential its role was in shaping the modern frameworks of international law the
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book argues that the rise of positivist international law was inseparable from

philosophical developments placing the notion of conflict of interests at the centre

of collective life where previously international thought was dominated by notions

of the right the just and the good increasingly international relations became

viewed as interests in need of harmonisation in this context international law was

re founded as the universal law that could harmonise the interests of both public

and private international entities the book argues that these evolutions in

philosophical thought were bound up with the consolidation of capitalism and with

the ideas about human existence and human nature which emerged in that

process it provides an innovative analysis of the selected biography of ideas

which it presents including a detailed focus on the work of hans kelsen one of the

leading positivist thinkers of the twentieth century it also argues that the work of

lassa oppenheim should be included within this analysis as providing some of the

key founding texts of positivism in international law this book will be a fascinating

read for scholars and students of international legal theory historians of ideas and

legal philosophers war and economic power have been interwoven in the thought

of scholars since the beginnings of economic science and views on the role of war

in the economy have shifted dramatically as the world order has changed the

centenary of world war i has offered the opportunity for increased reflection on this

topic particularly as the war itself stimulated new directions for both research and

the development of theory economists and war brings together expert contributors

who are united in their commitment to exploring this classic subject from

innovative and heterodox points of view the chapters presented in the book delve

into a wide range of perspectives from japan in the second world war and italy in

the first the debate on state intervention among german speaking authors to the

debate on the economic bases of perpetual peace and from keynes who wrote on
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the irrationality of war to sismondi who saw war as an opportunity for economic

development and not only for nation states this volume is essential reading for

scholars of the history of economic thought international political economy and

intellectual history it is also of great interest to those studying military and naval

history this book analyzes eric voegelin s scholarly works from the 1950s and

early 1960s and examines the ways in which these works are relevant to the

twenty first century political environment the collection of essays evaluated in this

book cover a wide array of topics that were of great curiosity sixty years ago and

still relevant in today s society the authors in this volume demonstrate that

voegelin s erudition on topics such as revolutionary change ideological fervor

industrialization globalism and the place for reason and how it may be cultivated

in complex times remains as meaningful today as it was then yivo founded in

1925 is a centre for scholarship on east european jewish history language and

culture this guide is a repository level finding aid to the archives over 1200

collections including a brief history of the institute and archives and descriptive

entries on each collection now revised and updated to incorporate numerous new

materials this is the major source for researching american christian activity in

china especially that of missions and missionaries it provides a thorough

introduction and guide to primary and secondary sources on christian enterprises

and individuals in china that are preserved in hundreds of libraries archives

historical societies headquarters of religious orders and other repositories in the

united states it includes data from the beginnings of christianity in china in the

early eighth century through 1952 when american missionary activity in china

virtually ceased for this new edition the institutional base has shifted from the

princeton theological seminary protestant to the ricci institute for chinese western

cultural relations at the university of san francisco jesuit reflecting the ecumenical
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nature of this monumental undertaking in pursuing johns thomas c mackey studies

the new york committee of fourteen and its members attempts to influence

vagrancy laws in early 20th century new york city as a way to criminalize men s

patronizing of female prostitutes it sought out and prosecuted the city s immoral

hotels unlicensed bars opium dens disorderly houses and prostitutes it did so

because of the threats to individual character such places presented in the early

1920s led by frederick whitin the committee thought that the time had arrived to

prosecute the men who patronized prostitutes through what modern parlance calls

a john s law after a notorious test case failed to convict a philandering millionaire

for vagrancy the only statutory crime available to punish men who patronized

prostitutes the committee lobbied for a change in the state s criminal law in the

process this representative of traditional 19th century purity reform allied with the

national women s party the advanced feminists of the 1920s their proposed

customer amendment united the moral right and the feminist left in an effort to

alter and use the state s criminal law to make men moral defend their character

and improve new york city s overall morality mackey s contribution to the literature

is unique instead of looking at how vice commissions targeted female prostitutes

or the commerce supporting and surrounding them mackey concentrates on how

men were scrutinized book jacket how queerness and radical politics intersected

earlier than you thought well before stonewall a broad cross section of sexual

dissidents took advantage of their space on the margins of american society to

throw themselves into leftist campaigns sensitive already to sexual marginalization

they also saw how class inequality was exacerbated by the great depression

witnessing the terrible bread lines and bread riots of the era they participated in

radical labor organizing sympathized like many with the early prewar soviet union

contributed to the republicans in the spanish civil war opposed us police and state
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harassment fought racial discrimination and aligned themselves with the

dispossessed whether they were themselves straight gay or otherwise queer they

brought sexual dissidence and radicalism into conversation at the height of the left

s influence on american culture combining rich archival research with inventive

analysis of art and literature love s next meeting explores the relationship between

homosexuality and the left in american culture between 1920 and 1960 aaron s

lecklider uncovers a lively cast of individuals and dynamic expressive works

revealing remarkably progressive engagement with homosexuality among radicals

workers and the poor leftists connected sexual dissidence with radical gender

politics antiracism and challenges to censorship and obscenity laws through the

1920s and 1930s in the process a wide array of activists organizers artists and

writers laid the foundation for a radical movement through which homosexual lives

and experiences were given shape and new political identities were forged love s

next meeting cuts to the heart of some of the biggest questions in american

history questions about socialism about sexuality about the supposed clash still

making headlines today between leftist politics and identity politics what emerges

is a dramatic sexually vibrant story of the shared struggles for liberation across

the twentieth century catholics across borders examines the evolution of a french

speaking population in plattsburgh over a century contrasting with new england s

francophone textile mill centers plattsburgh featured interethnic cooperation

instead of conflict the book explores how international events affected french

catholic identity at the local level drawing from french language newspapers and

catholic archives transnational catholic migrants from canada and france played a

significant role in shaping local regional national and international history in

plattsburgh and beyond contributing to the larger narrative of the u s immigrant

experience this study provides a historic perspective for understanding the present
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collecting in full for the first time the correspondence between ezra pound and

members of leo frobenius forschungsinstitut für kulturmorphologie in frankfurt

across a 30 year period this book sheds new light on an important but previously

unexplored influence on pound s controversial intellectual development in the

fascist era ezra pound s long term interest in anthropology and ethnography

exerted a profound influence on early 20th century literary modernism these

letters reveal the extent of the influence of frobenius concept of paideuma on

pound s poetic and political writings during this period and his growing

engagement with the culture of nazi germany annotated throughout the letters are

supported by contextualising essays by leading modernist scholars as well as

relevant contemporary published articles by pound himself and his leading

correspondent at the institute the american douglas c fox in 1921 fdr had just lost

an election as vp candidate with governor cox against harding he was overcome

by an illness that left him paralyzed from the waist down and his marriage was on

the rocks he retired to his home in hyde park with his wife eleanor and an ever

present advisor louis howe with her signature insight julie fenster presents a vivid

behind the scenes portrait of the world of the roosevelts in a critical time taking

readers inside this peculiar arrangement and revealing how this intimate friendship

lead to the resurgence of fdr eleanor roosevelt too would never be the same again

their son elliott said the person who was most responsible for the development of

my mother s personality was louis howe as he was of my father he was a man

that gave my father the iron will and the ability to move ahead politically which i

don t think he would have ever done on his own louis howe was probably the

greatest influence on both my father and my mother s lives this book traces the

development of taiwan s relations with its diplomatic partners and its policy

towards the political opponents of its political opponent mainland china paying
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particular attention to the powers that could exercise great influence in the future

of east asia china taiwan relations in a global context examines the main

diplomatic strategies of taiwan and its counterparts and the major problems for

taiwanese foreign relations to date there is very little scholarship which examines

the taiwan issue outside of the triangular beijing washington taipei framework this

book does exactly that the contributors examine the development of taiwan s

relationship with less prominent countries and governments and attempt to

ascertain how such examinations could give rise to new variables that help

explain the strategy and purpose of taiwan s foreign policy as well as the reaction

and response of mainland china this book provides readers with vital information

about taiwan s foreign policymaking and introduces rarely told stories about

taiwan s foreign relations the research demonstrates the ceaseless and unyielding

diplomatic efforts of the taiwanese for survival in a shrunken international space

and renders for readers a better understanding of the complexity of taiwan s

relations with the rest of the world this book is essential reading for anyone

interested in taiwan studies chinese politics cross strait relations and asian foreign

policy this third and final volume of the correspondence between the founder of

psychoanalysis and one of his most colorful disciples brings to a close sandor

ferenczi s life and the story of one of the most important friendships in the history

of psychoanalysis this volume spans a turbulent period beginning with the

unification of the psychoanalytic branch societies under the umbrella of the

international psychoanalytic association in 1923 the controversy over otto rank s

the trauma of birth erupted ferenczi had worked closely with rank and the

exchange of letters in which freud and ferenczi come to grips with their

understanding of rank is emotionally intense in 1926 ferenczi gave a series of

lectures on psychoanalysis in new york and became embroiled in a bitter
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controversy with american analysts over the practice of lay analysis which

eventually threatened to disrupt the unity of the international association like freud

ferenczi supported lay analysis but on his return from america his relationship with

freud deteriorated as freud became increasingly critical of his theoretical and

clinical innovations their troubled friendship was complicated still further by ill

health freud s cancer of the jaw and the pernicious anemia that finally killed

ferenczi in 1933 the controversies between freud and ferenczi continue to this day

as psychoanalysts reassess ferenczi s innovations and increasingly challenge the

allegations of mental illness leveled against him after his death by freud and

ernest jones the correspondence now published in its entirety will deepen

understanding of these issues and of the history of psychoanalysis as a whole a

list of all the materials deposited in the cambridge university archives before june

1987 this sixth book in the portraits of pioneers in psychology series preserves the

diversity that has characterized earlier volumes as it brings to life psychologists

who have made substantial contributions to the field of the history of psychology

these chapters illustrate the pioneering endeavors of such significant figures and

are written in a lively engaging style by authors who themselves have achieved a

reputation as excellent scholars in the history of psychology several of the

chapters are based on the author s personal acquaintance with a pioneer and

new previously unavailable information about these luminaries is presented in this

volume each of these volumes provides glimpses into the personal and scholarly

lives of 20 giants in the history of psychology prominent scholars provide chapters

on a pioneer who made important contributions in their own area of expertise a

special section in each volume provides portraits of the editors and authors

containing interesting information about the relationship between the pioneers and

the psychologists who describe them utilizing an informal personal sometimes
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humorous style of writing the books will appeal to students and instructors

interested in the history of psychology each of the six volumes in this series

contains different profiles thereby bringing more than 120 of the pioneers in

psychology more vividly to life
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Selected Correspondence, 1924-1949 2009 this volume contains selected

correspondence written by eric voegelin during the period 1924 to 1949 the

editorial board of the collected works of eric voegelin agreed from the beginning

that a representative number of voegelin s letters should complete the edition in

an attempt to provide the reader with insights into voegelin s intellectual life and

into the fundamental experiences that went into shaping the growth of his

personality it was the board s aim to select material in accordance with the

guidelines that voegelin himself laid down as fundamental to a hermeneutical

understanding of spiritual reality voegelin wrote that in studying a thinker one must

try to elucidate the biographical radices of philosophizing he said that one must

penetrate to the experiences that impel him toward reflection and do so because

they have excited consciousness to the awe of existence voegelin made these

remarks on the occasion of conducting anamnetic experiments which reveal the

motivational center of his own life at the core of voegelin s concept of political

science is a noetic interpretation of man society and history that confronts the

conception of order prevalent in the surrounding society with the criteria of the

critical knowledge of order from the 1930s onward voegelin labored to find a

satisfactory self reflexive explication of the principles of a contemplative

understanding of human reality one grounded in the spiritual experience of reason

naturally it is the published word that determines a thinker s scholarly stature but

voegelin s letters also grant insight into the development of his thought document

the author s struggle with himself the telos of his scholarship and reveal an often

involuntary conflict with his life world these letters shed light on an ongoing and

open ended thought process from which a multifaceted sometimes apparently

contradictory work emerged because of the enormous number of letters that

voegelin wrote in his later years now published in the second volume of the
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selected correspondence volume 30 of the collected works the editors agreed that

these bookswould contain only letters from eric voegelin while such a selection of

letters cannot provide the completeness that the publication of both dialogue

partners would provide nevertheless they reveal voegelin s ongoing reflection on

human affairs they reveal patterns of thought and their development in the

atmosphere of intimate communication that personal and intellectual elective

affinities produce and they also disclose the silences that accompany such

discourse this volume is certain to interest all readers concerned with political

theory and with better understanding of voegelin s intellectual pilgrimage from his

earliest academic years to his emergence as one of the most significant

philosophers of our time

The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, Volume 29: Selected Correspondence,

1924-1949 2020-03-16 this book is the third volume in a trilogy that traces the

development of the academic subject of international relations or what was often

referred to in the interwar years as international studies this volume explores how

international relations progressed through the 20th century looking specifically at

world war ii from the looming world war to the post war reconstruction in europe

this one of a kind project takes on the task of reviewing the development of ir

aptly published in celebration of the discipline s centenary

The Story of International Relations, Part Three 1977 a bibliographical guide to

the works in american libraries concerning the christian missionary experience in

china

Guide to the Microfilm Edition of Temperance and Prohibition Papers 2017-03-02

scholarly correspondence can be as insightful as scholarly work itself as it often

documents the motivating forces of its writers intellectual ideas while illuminating

their lives more clearly the more complex the authors scholarly works and the
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more troubled the eras in which they lived the more substantial and potentially

fascinating their correspondence this is especially true of the letters between

alfred schutz 1899 1959 and eric voegelin 1901 1985 the scholars lived in

incredibly dramatic times and produced profound complex works that continue to

confound academics the communication between these two giants of the social

sciences as they sent their thoughts to one another was crucial to the work of

both men a friendship that lasted a lifetime the correspondence between alfred

schutz and eric voegelin demonstrates that schutz and voegelin shared a

remarkable friendship they first met as students in vienna in the 1920s and found

themselves great partners in discussion years later they were pushed out of

europe by nazi pressure and went to work at separate american universities for

twenty years they wrote each other developing their respective scientific works in

that dialogue the letters bear witness to their friendship during the years they

spent in exile in the united states and they document the men s tentative attempts

at formulating the theories of lifeworld and gnosis associated with schutz and

voegelin today the entire collection of 238 letters was printed in german in 2004

but this edited volume is the first to present their correspondence in english and

offers a selection of the most important letters those that contributed to the

thinkers theoretical discussions and served as background to their most significant

thoughts editors gerhard wagner and gilbert weiss do not analyze schutz s and

voegelin s works in light of the correspondence rather they present the collection

to create a framework for new interpretations a friendship that lasted a lifetime

takes a unique look at two major social scientists this volume is a valuable

resource in the study of voegelin s political philosophy and alfred schutz s

contribution to american sociology and marks an important addition to the

literature on these remarkable men showing how scholarly discourse and the

https://2021philips.mombaby.com.tw/
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dialogue of everyday life can shed light on one another the book finally presents

this correspondence for an american audience and is not to be missed by

scholars of philosophy and sociology

Christianity in China 2011-02-21 l e j brouwer 1881 1966 is best known for his

revolutionary ideas on topology and foundations of mathematics intuitionism the

present collection contains a mixture of letters university and faculty

correspondence has been included some of which shed light on the student years

and in particular on the exchange of letters with his phd adviser korteweg acting

as the natural sequel to the publication of brouwer s biography this book provides

instrumental reading for those wishing to gain a deeper understanding of brouwer

and his role in the twentieth century striking a good balance of biographical and

scientific information the latter deals with innovations in topology cantor

schoenflies style and the new topology and foundations the topological period in

his research is well represented in correspondence with hilbert schoenflies

poincaré blumenthal lebesgue baire koebe and foundational topics are discussed

in letters exchanged with weyl fraenkel heyting van dantzig and others there is

also a large part of correspondence on matters related to the interbellum scientific

politics this book will appeal to both graduate students and researchers with an

interest in topology the history of mathematics the foundations of mathematics

philosophy and general science

A Friendship That Lasted a Lifetime 2011-07-25 the active agents in the

multiethnic multicultural east african revival are african leaders who forge a new

distinctly african christian spirituality that precipitates the moral and spiritual

transformation of countless individuals throughout the region

The Selected Correspondence of L.E.J. Brouwer 2022-09-12 how a group of

nonprofessional historians forced a reassessment of abraham lincolns life story
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African Initiative and Inspiration in the East African Revival 2012 while scholars

have long recognized kierkegaard s important contributions to fields such as

ethics aesthetics philosophy of religion philosophical psychology and hermeneutics

it was usually thought that he had nothing meaningful to say about society or

politics kierkegaard has been traditionally characterized as a christian writer who

placed supreme importance on the inward religious life of each individual believer

his radical view seemed to many to undermine any meaningful conception of the

community society or the state in recent years however scholars have begun to

correct this image of kierkegaard as an apolitical thinker the present volume

attempts to document the use of kierkegaard by later thinkers in the context of

social political thought it shows how his ideas have been employed by very

different kinds of writers and activists with very different political goals and

agendas many of the articles show that although kierkegaard has been criticized

for his reactionary views on some social and political questions he has been

appropriated as a source of insight and inspiration by a number of later thinkers

with very progressive indeed visionary political views

Everybody's History 1988 a bibliographical guide to the works in american libraries

concerning the christian missionary experience in china

A Guide to Research Collections of Former Members of the United States House

of Representatives, 1789-1987 2016-12-05 eric voegelin s political readings fills a

critical void by providing an original approach to studying the work of eric voegelin

one of the major political philosophers of the twenty first century across six

chapters experts guide the reader from classical to modern times presenting six

political philosophers who have had an impact on the life and philosophical

production of eric voegelin philosophers examined include plato aristotle saint

augustine hobbes weber and kelsen through this innovative structure the chapters
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collectively illustrate how voegelin was an exceptional thinker through his

engagement with political philosophers both modern and antique the plurality of

unique academic perspectives and voices enriches our understanding of voegelin

s own thought while also encouraging a re think of ancient and modern thinkers

and the transformation and continuity between these designed for students and

scholars alike eric voegelin s political readings will appeal to all those with an

interest in voegelin as well as readers familiar with classical and modern political

philosophers

Volume 14: Kierkegaard's Influence on Social-Political Thought 1989 a

comprehensive account of the wide ranging impact of max weber s ideas on

german and american intellectuals in the twentieth century

Christianity in China 2021-07-22 by the time eric voegelin fled hitler s regime and

made his way to the united states in 1938 he had already written four books

criticizing nazi racism establishing what would be the focus of his life s work to

account for the endemic political violence of the twentieth century one of the most

original political philosophers of the period voegelin has largely avoided ideological

labels or categorizations of his work because of this however and because no one

work or volume of his can do justice to his overall project his work has been seen

as difficult to approach drawing from the university of missouri press s thirty four

volume edition of the collected works of eric voegelin 1990 2009 charles embry

and glenn hughes have assembled a selection of representative works of voegelin

satisfying a longstanding need for a single volume that can serve as a general

introduction to voegelin s philosophy the collection includes writings that

demonstrate the range and creativity of voegelin s thought as it developed from

1956 until his death in 1985 in his search for the history of order in human society

the reader begins with excerpts from autobiographical reflections 1973 which
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include an orienting mixture of biographical information philosophical motivations

and the scope of voegelin s project it reflects key periods of voegelin s

philosophical development pivoting on his flight from the gestapo the next section

focuses on voegelin s understanding of the contemporary need to re ground

political science in a non positivistic post weberian outlook and method it begins

with voegelin s historical survey of science and scientism followed by his

explanation of what political science now requires in his introduction to the new

science of politics also included are two essays that exemplify the practice of this

new science voegelin started his academic career as a political scientist and these

early essays indicate his wide philosophical vision voegelin recognized that a fully

responsible new science of politics would require the development of a philosophy

of history this led to the writing of his magnum opus the five volume order and

history 1956 1985 this section of the reader includes his introductions to volumes

1 2 and 4 and his most essential accounts of the theoretical requirements and

historical scope of a philosophy of history adequate to present day scholarship

and historical discoveries in the course of his career voegelin came to understand

that political science political philosophy and philosophy of history must have as

their theoretical nucleus a sound philosophical anthropology based on an accurate

philosophy of human consciousness the next set of writings consists of one late

lecture and four late essays that exemplify how voegelin recovers the wisdom of

classical philosophy and the western religious tradition while criticizing modern

misrepresentations of consciousness the result is voegelin s contemporary

accounts of the nature of reason the challenge of truly rational discussion and the

search for divine origins and the life of the human spirit during his philosophical

journey voegelin addressed the historical situatedness of human existence

explicating the historicity of human consciousness in a manner that gave full due
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to the challenges of acknowledging both human immersion in the story of history

and the ability of consciousness to arrive at philosophically valid truths about

existence that are transhistorical the essays in this final section present the

culmination of his philosophical meditation on history consciousness and reality

Eric Voegelin’s Political Readings 2012-10-18 international legal positivism has

been crucial to the development of international law since the nineteenth century it

is often seen as the basis of mainstream or traditional international legal thought

the project of positivism in international law addresses this theory in the long

standing tradition of critical intellectual histories of international law it provides a

nuanced analysis of the resilience of the economic positivist theory and shows

how influential its role was in shaping the modern frameworks of international law

the book argues that the rise of positivist international law was inseparable from

philosophical developments placing the notion of conflict of interests at the centre

of collective life where previously international thought was dominated by notions

of the right the just and the good increasingly international relations became

viewed as interests in need of harmonisation in this context international law was

re founded as the universal law that could harmonise the interests of both public

and private international entities the book argues that these evolutions in

philosophical thought were bound up with the consolidation of capitalism and with

the ideas about human existence and human nature which emerged in that

process it provides an innovative analysis of the selected biography of ideas

which it presents including a detailed focus on the work of hans kelsen one of the

leading positivist thinkers of the twentieth century it also argues that the work of

lassa oppenheim should be included within this analysis as providing some of the

key founding texts of positivism in international law this book will be a fascinating

read for scholars and students of international legal theory historians of ideas and
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legal philosophers

Max Weber in Politics and Social Thought 2017-10-20 war and economic power

have been interwoven in the thought of scholars since the beginnings of economic

science and views on the role of war in the economy have shifted dramatically as

the world order has changed the centenary of world war i has offered the

opportunity for increased reflection on this topic particularly as the war itself

stimulated new directions for both research and the development of theory

economists and war brings together expert contributors who are united in their

commitment to exploring this classic subject from innovative and heterodox points

of view the chapters presented in the book delve into a wide range of

perspectives from japan in the second world war and italy in the first the debate

on state intervention among german speaking authors to the debate on the

economic bases of perpetual peace and from keynes who wrote on the

irrationality of war to sismondi who saw war as an opportunity for economic

development and not only for nation states this volume is essential reading for

scholars of the history of economic thought international political economy and

intellectual history it is also of great interest to those studying military and naval

history

The Eric Voegelin Reader 2013-11-28 this book analyzes eric voegelin s scholarly

works from the 1950s and early 1960s and examines the ways in which these

works are relevant to the twenty first century political environment the collection of

essays evaluated in this book cover a wide array of topics that were of great

curiosity sixty years ago and still relevant in today s society the authors in this

volume demonstrate that voegelin s erudition on topics such as revolutionary

change ideological fervor industrialization globalism and the place for reason and

how it may be cultivated in complex times remains as meaningful today as it was
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then

The Project of Positivism in International Law 2016-11-03 yivo founded in 1925 is

a centre for scholarship on east european jewish history language and culture this

guide is a repository level finding aid to the archives over 1200 collections

including a brief history of the institute and archives and descriptive entries on

each collection

Economists and War 2019-07-25 now revised and updated to incorporate

numerous new materials this is the major source for researching american

christian activity in china especially that of missions and missionaries it provides a

thorough introduction and guide to primary and secondary sources on christian

enterprises and individuals in china that are preserved in hundreds of libraries

archives historical societies headquarters of religious orders and other repositories

in the united states it includes data from the beginnings of christianity in china in

the early eighth century through 1952 when american missionary activity in china

virtually ceased for this new edition the institutional base has shifted from the

princeton theological seminary protestant to the ricci institute for chinese western

cultural relations at the university of san francisco jesuit reflecting the ecumenical

nature of this monumental undertaking

Eric Voegelin Today 1988 in pursuing johns thomas c mackey studies the new

york committee of fourteen and its members attempts to influence vagrancy laws

in early 20th century new york city as a way to criminalize men s patronizing of

female prostitutes it sought out and prosecuted the city s immoral hotels

unlicensed bars opium dens disorderly houses and prostitutes it did so because of

the threats to individual character such places presented in the early 1920s led by

frederick whitin the committee thought that the time had arrived to prosecute the

men who patronized prostitutes through what modern parlance calls a john s law
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after a notorious test case failed to convict a philandering millionaire for vagrancy

the only statutory crime available to punish men who patronized prostitutes the

committee lobbied for a change in the state s criminal law in the process this

representative of traditional 19th century purity reform allied with the national

women s party the advanced feminists of the 1920s their proposed customer

amendment united the moral right and the feminist left in an effort to alter and use

the state s criminal law to make men moral defend their character and improve

new york city s overall morality mackey s contribution to the literature is unique

instead of looking at how vice commissions targeted female prostitutes or the

commerce supporting and surrounding them mackey concentrates on how men

were scrutinized book jacket

Guide to the Records of the Lord Chancellor's Department 1998 how queerness

and radical politics intersected earlier than you thought well before stonewall a

broad cross section of sexual dissidents took advantage of their space on the

margins of american society to throw themselves into leftist campaigns sensitive

already to sexual marginalization they also saw how class inequality was

exacerbated by the great depression witnessing the terrible bread lines and bread

riots of the era they participated in radical labor organizing sympathized like many

with the early prewar soviet union contributed to the republicans in the spanish

civil war opposed us police and state harassment fought racial discrimination and

aligned themselves with the dispossessed whether they were themselves straight

gay or otherwise queer they brought sexual dissidence and radicalism into

conversation at the height of the left s influence on american culture combining

rich archival research with inventive analysis of art and literature love s next

meeting explores the relationship between homosexuality and the left in american

culture between 1920 and 1960 aaron s lecklider uncovers a lively cast of
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individuals and dynamic expressive works revealing remarkably progressive

engagement with homosexuality among radicals workers and the poor leftists

connected sexual dissidence with radical gender politics antiracism and challenges

to censorship and obscenity laws through the 1920s and 1930s in the process a

wide array of activists organizers artists and writers laid the foundation for a

radical movement through which homosexual lives and experiences were given

shape and new political identities were forged love s next meeting cuts to the

heart of some of the biggest questions in american history questions about

socialism about sexuality about the supposed clash still making headlines today

between leftist politics and identity politics what emerges is a dramatic sexually

vibrant story of the shared struggles for liberation across the twentieth century

Guide to the YIVO Archives 2015-07-17 catholics across borders examines the

evolution of a french speaking population in plattsburgh over a century contrasting

with new england s francophone textile mill centers plattsburgh featured

interethnic cooperation instead of conflict the book explores how international

events affected french catholic identity at the local level drawing from french

language newspapers and catholic archives transnational catholic migrants from

canada and france played a significant role in shaping local regional national and

international history in plattsburgh and beyond contributing to the larger narrative

of the u s immigrant experience this study provides a historic perspective for

understanding the present

Christianity in China 2005 collecting in full for the first time the correspondence

between ezra pound and members of leo frobenius forschungsinstitut für

kulturmorphologie in frankfurt across a 30 year period this book sheds new light

on an important but previously unexplored influence on pound s controversial

intellectual development in the fascist era ezra pound s long term interest in
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anthropology and ethnography exerted a profound influence on early 20th century

literary modernism these letters reveal the extent of the influence of frobenius

concept of paideuma on pound s poetic and political writings during this period

and his growing engagement with the culture of nazi germany annotated

throughout the letters are supported by contextualising essays by leading

modernist scholars as well as relevant contemporary published articles by pound

himself and his leading correspondent at the institute the american douglas c fox

Pursuing Johns 2021-06-15 in 1921 fdr had just lost an election as vp candidate

with governor cox against harding he was overcome by an illness that left him

paralyzed from the waist down and his marriage was on the rocks he retired to his

home in hyde park with his wife eleanor and an ever present advisor louis howe

with her signature insight julie fenster presents a vivid behind the scenes portrait

of the world of the roosevelts in a critical time taking readers inside this peculiar

arrangement and revealing how this intimate friendship lead to the resurgence of

fdr eleanor roosevelt too would never be the same again their son elliott said the

person who was most responsible for the development of my mother s personality

was louis howe as he was of my father he was a man that gave my father the iron

will and the ability to move ahead politically which i don t think he would have

ever done on his own louis howe was probably the greatest influence on both my

father and my mother s lives

Love's Next Meeting 1958 this book traces the development of taiwan s relations

with its diplomatic partners and its policy towards the political opponents of its

political opponent mainland china paying particular attention to the powers that

could exercise great influence in the future of east asia china taiwan relations in a

global context examines the main diplomatic strategies of taiwan and its

counterparts and the major problems for taiwanese foreign relations to date there
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is very little scholarship which examines the taiwan issue outside of the triangular

beijing washington taipei framework this book does exactly that the contributors

examine the development of taiwan s relationship with less prominent countries

and governments and attempt to ascertain how such examinations could give rise

to new variables that help explain the strategy and purpose of taiwan s foreign

policy as well as the reaction and response of mainland china this book provides

readers with vital information about taiwan s foreign policymaking and introduces

rarely told stories about taiwan s foreign relations the research demonstrates the

ceaseless and unyielding diplomatic efforts of the taiwanese for survival in a

shrunken international space and renders for readers a better understanding of

the complexity of taiwan s relations with the rest of the world this book is essential

reading for anyone interested in taiwan studies chinese politics cross strait

relations and asian foreign policy

National Archives Accessions 1998 this third and final volume of the

correspondence between the founder of psychoanalysis and one of his most

colorful disciples brings to a close sandor ferenczi s life and the story of one of

the most important friendships in the history of psychoanalysis this volume spans

a turbulent period beginning with the unification of the psychoanalytic branch

societies under the umbrella of the international psychoanalytic association in

1923 the controversy over otto rank s the trauma of birth erupted ferenczi had

worked closely with rank and the exchange of letters in which freud and ferenczi

come to grips with their understanding of rank is emotionally intense in 1926

ferenczi gave a series of lectures on psychoanalysis in new york and became

embroiled in a bitter controversy with american analysts over the practice of lay

analysis which eventually threatened to disrupt the unity of the international

association like freud ferenczi supported lay analysis but on his return from
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america his relationship with freud deteriorated as freud became increasingly

critical of his theoretical and clinical innovations their troubled friendship was

complicated still further by ill health freud s cancer of the jaw and the pernicious

anemia that finally killed ferenczi in 1933 the controversies between freud and

ferenczi continue to this day as psychoanalysts reassess ferenczi s innovations

and increasingly challenge the allegations of mental illness leveled against him

after his death by freud and ernest jones the correspondence now published in its

entirety will deepen understanding of these issues and of the history of

psychoanalysis as a whole

Directory of Manuscript Collections Related to Federal Judges, 1789-1997

2024-02-01 a list of all the materials deposited in the cambridge university

archives before june 1987

Catholics across Borders 1982 this sixth book in the portraits of pioneers in

psychology series preserves the diversity that has characterized earlier volumes

as it brings to life psychologists who have made substantial contributions to the

field of the history of psychology these chapters illustrate the pioneering

endeavors of such significant figures and are written in a lively engaging style by

authors who themselves have achieved a reputation as excellent scholars in the

history of psychology several of the chapters are based on the author s personal

acquaintance with a pioneer and new previously unavailable information about

these luminaries is presented in this volume each of these volumes provides

glimpses into the personal and scholarly lives of 20 giants in the history of

psychology prominent scholars provide chapters on a pioneer who made

important contributions in their own area of expertise a special section in each

volume provides portraits of the editors and authors containing interesting

information about the relationship between the pioneers and the psychologists
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who describe them utilizing an informal personal sometimes humorous style of

writing the books will appeal to students and instructors interested in the history of

psychology each of the six volumes in this series contains different profiles

thereby bringing more than 120 of the pioneers in psychology more vividly to life

Guide to Research Collections of Former United States Senators 1789-1982 1974

The ... Annual Report of the Keeper of Public Records on the Work of the Public

Record Office and the ... Report of the Advisory Council on Public Records

2024-02-22

The Correspondence of Ezra Pound and the Frobenius Institute, 1930-1959

2009-10-13

FDR's Shadow 2012-07-26

China-Taiwan Relations in a Global Context 1969

Sessional Papers 1993

The Correspondence of Sigmund Freud and Sándor Ferenczi 1966

A Supplement to A Guide to the Archives and Manuscripts of the Nebraska State

Historical Society, June 1966 1966

A Guide to the Archives and Manu[scripts] of the Nebraska State Historical

Society 2011-06-02

Cambridge University Archives 1975-05-01

Sources in British Political History 1900–1951 2014-06-03

Portraits of Pioneers in Psychology 1995

Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives of the United States: Record

groups 171-515 1979

Guide to the Holdings of the American Jewish Archives
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